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Education Durham - Medium Term Planning: History KS2 
 

 A Local Study 
 

Key Unit Question:  
Who was Tommy Armstrong? 
 

Year Group:    
 

What do we intend pupils to know at the end of this unit of work? 
 
Historical knowledge – To know key features of the village (local historic environment) in the past. To develop knowledge of significant 
local individual. To introduce the role of mining in the community and examine the key features of an event (mining disaster). 
 
Explain/ analyse second order concepts – To develop understanding of similarities and differences over time. To develop 
understanding of change over time.  
 
Primary source use – To build skills of using historic environment, artefacts and oral history in an enquiry. To include maps, 
photographs, census if possible and other written records. 
 
Interpretations/ representations of the past – Introducing concept of museum reconstructions as a representation of the past. 
 

The Big Picture/ Rationale 
 
This unit builds on the local history pupils were introduced to in KS1 History and links to the geographical knowledge related to the 
school and location that should have been covered in KS1.  It moves on the work done on significant individuals in KS1 to a more 
developed a stage by looking at a local figure with social and economic significance. The choice of a village study and Tommy 
Armstrong reflects a particular school’s community ethos and links to the local context of mining. The methods of the enquiry can be 
adapted to any local key person or event. The enquiry then broadens into a study of features of mining in the local area and the events 
of a colliery disaster.  The design of the unit to include a visit to an appropriate museum also further develops pupil understanding of the 
historic environment and allows discussion of reconstructions/ representations of elements of the past. By linking local events and 
people to a wider context, pupils are encouraged to make connections and enrich their knowledge base. Use of more complex primary 
sources and oral history materials will build upon work done in KS1 and should expect pupils to ask and answer historical questions and 
follow a line of enquiry suggested by a source/ aspect of the historic environment. 
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Prior knowledge 
Chronology - sequencing strategies, overview timeline, century, decade. 
Concept of significance 
Key features of local area 
Work, energy, coal. 
 
 

Possible misconceptions ( amend each year in light of teacher evaluation) 
Related to dates and placement of events/ people 
Confusion of fame and historical significance 
The nature of primary sources 
Difficulties in understanding museum displays as representations/ versions  
Not knowing what coal is energy 
 
 

Key  Vocabulary 
Historic building, architecture, feature, mine, miner, locality, community. 
Lever, trapper, child worker, newsagent, tobacconist, Stanley Market, white pudding bairn. 

Coal bunker, name plaques, cottages, Aged Miners, village, park, mine, terrace, estates, feature, and disaster.  
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Learning questions, suggested activities, resource links and assessment opportunities 
 
1.  What can we find in our village? 
 
Heritage Walk to investigate the historic environment. 
Pupils to gather own evidence via photos, iPad notes using pre-planned route to ensure stop off points. Provide a simple map to enable 
annotation. Have a site visit journal/ recording sheet so that pupils can note observations.  
 
Questioning en route to support inference and enquiry e.g. What do you see? What can you work out from that? What might be missing? 
How could we find out more? I wonder why that happened. 
 
Notes to teachers for this task:  
• do a route planner and complete the walk yourself before you go. Historic England web site has some useful clues for looking at 

streets. Use Digi Maps or Ordnance Survey to get outlines. Durham Archives can also supple relevant resources for your school’s 
area. 

• consider providing simple map to give focus 
• pupils need to be able to take the photos 
• road safety and risk assessment 
 
2.  What did we find?  (Back in class) 
 
Review the findings of the heritage walk with the class, review and recall findings, look again at photographs, establish  key vocabulary 
and  look at/ add to  a timeline to root the observation / learning in the chronology. 
 
Model a supported inference from a photograph taken on the walk then pupils complete another inference quest themselves and say 
what else they would like to know. It may be helpful to use the zone of inference approach here.  
OR pupils write a factual report of their findings from the walk using key vocabulary and concluding with what they feel was the main 
finding of the walk. Both tasks allow teachers to assess stage of development in historical understanding and give guiding feedback to 
pupil. 
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3. How has our village changed?  
 
Show pupil a current map and a map from 1890 or similar. Pupils will need to support to align the two maps and then support the 
identification of common key features that are constant– river, coastline,  possibly a major road? Begin with some open questions as to 
what pupils notice about the oldest map- probably linked to certain buildings, the level of settlement, the mine or factory  etc. Set up a 
scavenger hunt for pupils to look for features on the older map on the later map. This can then be developed onto a comparison table 
with categories such as – number of houses, size of roads, church, post office, public house, school, graveyard, working buildings. 
 
Pupils can plan and produce a comparison of similarities and difference over time. This can move from surface observation – buildings 
appearing/ changing/ vanishing to what this indicates about similarities/ differences in work/ leisure/ homes/ beliefs.  
OR Pupils can be set a scenario – they are going to write an introduction to a   new local History book all about the village. They will 
need to plan the sections of the introduction so that they cover 4 key features of the village to compare now and then – e.g.  park, 
church, school etc. The emphasis should be on historical vocabulary and use of comparative language. 
 
 
4.  Who was Tommy Armstrong and what was his town like? 
 
Pupils will use a non - fiction information source or text to gather information about the order of key events, features and dates of 
Armstrong’s life.  Use reading comprehension skills to support a sequencing summary of TA life and a diagrammatic summary of the key 
features of his life/ work.  (Work in mines/newsagent/poet). What makes him significant? Teachers should use a significance measure to 
structure this evaluation. (See note on significance). Model a possible answer to the question with pupils - Why is Tommy Armstrong 
significant? 
 
Remind pupils that they have looked at key features of their town/ village and introduce the opportunity to find out about Tommy’s town 
at the time he lived there. Emphasise the role of the mining industry to the town. Use primary sources where possible to do this. If 
available, use an oral history source (Stanley Market song) to identify features of life at the time. This can include words/ vocabulary 
used at the time or locally.  
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5.  What was life like for mining children? (This section is well supported by a museum visit – always talk to the museum staff 
before the visit) 
 
This section will need an introduction with images about what a mine is/ was, what comes from there and some discussion about who 
works in them today. 
This session needs to focus on the use of a range of primary sources to support the development of extended inference. 
Use line drawings and primary written descriptions from the Mines report or similar to introduce the range of jobs done by children. (For 
other industries, photographs may be available).  Pupils should now be able to use the zone of inference approach to go from what they 
can see to what they can work out from each picture/ written source. Support pupils to make links from if children were working they 
were not in school/ danger to health/ needs of families/ ideas about children. 
With guidance, pupils can plan and produce a structured account of What work did children do in the mines in the nineteenth century? 
Teachers may want to end the story by explaining how children working was gradually ended in the UK but that this is not the same 
everywhere.  
 
6.   Why was mining so important in County Durham? 
 
Possible starter – photograph or news report of the Durham miner’s gala. Why do so many people come to one place every year to think 
about coal mines?   Gather pupil’s ideas about why coal mining was very important in the past. (energy, industry, employment)  Add to 
these ideas by showing them a map of Durham showing all the coalfields in the past. Help them locate places they know on the map and 
see if there was a mine there. Is there one now? Do they know if their family has a mining connection? Explain that villages and 
communities were very involved in their mine – if possible show a relevant miner’s banner for local pit. 
 
What clues do we have about miners and their communities?  Use mining artefacts/ photographs/ written accounts to investigate 
features of mining life. Pupils can summarise their findings or choose one artefact and describe the aspect of mining life the artefact is 
connected with. 
 
How did a colliery disaster affect the community? Use a clue image on PP slide (mining disaster memorial) to get discussion going and 
connect to prior learning.  What do the pupils think has happened? When and where?  
Use written accounts to establish the events of a colliery disaster – e.g. Trimdon Grange pit disaster is very famous and has a lot of 
information available. This could include looking at primary new paper accounts, witness statements etc. Plan with the pupils a narrative 
account of why there was a disaster at the mine. The emphasis should be on writing about the causes of the event in a chronological 
way.   
Both tasks allow teachers to assess stage of development in historical understanding and give guiding feedback to pupil. 


